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ADAM FISHER’S TROTTING RIG

What baits are best
when trotting for barbel
in autumn?
Luke Raines, Bristol

maggots, small fish can
A With
become frustrating because they
can smash the bait to pieces before it
gets down to the barbel, often without
any indication on the float. As much as
you don’t want the bait to reach the
bottom altogether (as this will keep
the barbel on the deck, when ideally
you want to get them coming up off it
to feed), you still need it to get
through those first few layers.
If the flow is too fast, loosefed
maggots will get washed away, so
use pellets, meat or corn. These will
sink quicker and create a rain of bait
that gets through any nuisance fish,
down to where the barbel will be lying
underneath, but without it settling on
the bottom and keeping the barbel
there. It’s tricky, but practice will really
tell you which bait to use.
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With autumn now here, should I be starting to scale
down my end tackle to keep catching well?

1 FLOAT

A large Avon or Loafer float in the
6g-10g range

Mick Jarvis, email
Yes, you should start thinking about doing so as the water
temperatures fall and clarity increases. Scaling down lines and
hooks, and using light floats, will get you more bites, but make sure you
match your elastic to suit so that you don’t suffer hook-pulls.
For example, where you’d use 0.15mm lines, size 16 hooks and Grey
Hydro (10-14) in summer, at this time of year I’d think about scaling down
to around 0.12mm line and size 18 and 20 hooks, with white (6-10) or
F1 (4-8) Hydro elastic. Hope that helps!
Andy Bennett
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2 SHOTTING

A bulk of AAA shot or an olivette
just above the hooklength will get
your bait past the nuisance fish

3 HOOKBAIT

Size 10-14 hook, depending on
bait used. Use a strongly forged
pattern.

4 LOOSEFEED

Pellets, corn or small meat
cubes, which won’t get washed
downstream as easily as maggots
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Adam Fisher

If I want to use barbless hooks for perch,
how do I ensure my lobworm stays on?
Damian Knapper, Wetherby

I use barbless hooks when bait fishing for perch because of the risk
of deep hooking. If I’m leaving a worm out for some time I might
secure it in place with a small sliver from an elastic band on the bend of
the shank. Red looks nice, but it really doesn’t matter (my current stock
are purple). It’s easy and quick to do, however I rarely bother with this.
If you put the hook
through the worm’s
saddle and slide it over
the eye, then hook the
worm again a little
further down from the
saddle. It will then stay
on the hook very well
and it also sits nicely
when floatfishing.
Neill Stephen
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If my match lake holds
carp to 15lb, should I
beef up my mainline?

Nigel Timson, Leeds
When you know the water that
you’re fishing holds such big fish,
you could be forgiven for tackling up with
really strong gear to land fish of that size.
There’s nothing wrong with that, but in a
match situation you’ll miss out on bites
from smaller carp, skimmers and F1s.
However, by fishing with lighter but
well-balanced tackle, you can catch all
day. Should you hook a big carp on this
kit you can still land it, but you will need
to take your time and not pull too hard.
That’s the key.
In my time I’ve caught 20lb carp on a
size 18 hook and 3lb line – it can be done!
Tommy Pickering
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If red is one of the first
colours to ‘disappear’
underwater, why are red
baits so effective?
Colin Bannister, email

Rather than ‘disappear’,
colours are actually
absorbed by water, with red
absorbed the most quickly in
clear water (hence why the
ocean appears blue). As long as
some light remains you can still
see objects of any colour, but
they appear dull grey, rather
than anything more vibrant.
In murky freshwater all colours
are absorbed faster but, broadly
speaking, it’s still red light that’s
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absorbed the most. At the
depths we’re normally fishing,
though, there’s still plenty of red
light left and, indeed, coarse fish
can see red colours well.
Lots of invertebrates such as
freshwater shrimps are red or
pink, so perhaps red baits mimic
these natural foods, even if they
appear duller than they do to us.
Paul Garner

Can you suggest
a worm rig for
targeting eels
that avoids
deep-hooking?

Reg Simmonds, email
A set-up that’s
served me well,
with few missed runs
and no cases of deep
hooking, involves using a barbless size 6 wide gape hook attached to a
short trace of soft wire. I then cut a big lobworm into four sections and
hook each part through the middle so that it forms a kind of kebab,
before tipping it with a fake red maggot to secure the bait in place.
I like to fish this with a heavy running lead, and set the reel clutch tight
so that it hits the hook home when the eel runs with the bait.
Rich Wilby
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